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Teacher Incentive Allotment 
House Bill 3 (HB 3), passed by the 86th Texas Legislature in June of 2019, established a Teacher Incentive 

Allotment with a stated goal of a six-figure salary for teachers who prioritize teaching in high needs 

areas and rural district campuses. 

Teacher Designations 
Districts have the option to locally develop or identify a system for designating high-performing teachers 

as Recognized, Exemplary, or Master. Districts that employ teachers with designations can receive up to 

$3,000-32,000 per year in TIA funding per designated teacher. 

Designations are added to a teacher’s SBEC certificate and are valid for five years. If a teacher moves to 

a new district, the allotment funding follows the teacher to the new district regardless of whether the 

new district has an approved designation system in place. 

Teachers with National Board Certification may be eligible to earn an automatic Recognized designation 

regardless of whether the district in which the teacher works is participating in TIA. 

Performance Standards 
To implement the Teacher Incentive Allotment, House Bill 3 also requires the setting of “performance 

and validity standards” to ensure that the identification of highly effective teachers under the three 

designation categories – Master, Exemplary, and Recognized – yield reliable and comparable results 

across the state. When released, applicants will be expected to use performance standards along with 

district teacher observation and student performance standards to determine which teachers qualify for 

designations. Part of the data validation process will include a review of the accuracy of how district 

systems align their designations to the statewide performance standards. 

Eligibility 
All Texas school districts are eligible to receive TIA funding and develop local systems for designating 

teachers. Only teachers with an SBEC certification are eligible to earn a designation. Teachers with 

intern or probationary certificates are not eligible. 

Funding 
Rural campuses will generate a higher rate of funding. Sulphur Bluff qualifies for the following 

incentives. $5,581 for Recognized, $11,162 for Exemplary, $20,604 for Master. Based on the designation 

system adopted by the district these numbers will fluctuate, but at least 90% of these numbers will go to 

staff salaries. 

 

 

 

 



Designation System 
The designation system must include both a teacher observation and a student performance 

component: 

 Teacher observation based on T-TESS. District application must show evidence of validity and 

reliability. 

 Student growth measures determined by district. Can include STAAR, pre- and-post tests, value-

added measures, student-learning objectives (SLOs), and portfolios. District application must 

show evidence of validity and reliability. 

 Districts can use other factors in determining the teachers eligible to receive a designation, such 

as student surveys, teacher leadership responsibilities, teacher mentorship responsibilities, 

family surveys, demonstration of district core values, teacher peer surveys, and contributions to 

the broader school community. 

The systems must be submitted to TEA for approval and undergo a data-validation process, which will 

be conducted by Texas Tech University. As part of the validation process, Texas Tech will: 

 Review alignment between teacher observation ratings and student performance ratings 

 Review alignment between student performance ratings and value-added ratings for applicable 

teachers 

 Review data validity by appraiser/rater, by campus, across campuses in a district, and by 

teaching assignment 

 Compare district data to state data by comparing the percentage of teachers a district puts forth 

for designation to overall district performance 

 


